Historical climatology research: the concept
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Abstract: Several works on climate change have been made by scholars and researchers, both in Italy and abroad,
from ancient times to the present day. Many distinguished scholars have contributed to the scientific and historical
debate on this subject since the classical age. In the second half of the 17th century some Italian Galilean scientists
endeavored to study climatic changes observed at that time in Italy and Europe, by creating the first meteorological
and climatological network of history (1654). The Age of Enlightenment is rich with interesting works on past climates,
thanks to pioneering efforts by researchers in this field. The historical debate on climate fluctuations was enriched with
new fundamental works in the 19th and 20th centuries: Historical Climatology was born and has developed.
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2. From the classical period
to the early modern age
Man has perceived the continuous changeability of
climate since the earliest times. Many past authors
have left historical records relating to climate
change or climate variability concepts, during the
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ancient and medieval ages. A simple overview of
them is reported hereinafter.
As early as the 4th century BC, Aristotle, in his
Meteorologica, wrote that, at that time, on the
shores of the Black Sea and the Caspian it was so
cold that their inhabitants cemented with ice the
crevices of their houses or huts (book I, chapter 12).
Historians Polybius (206 BC – 124 BC) and Livy
(59 BC – 17 AD) report that, two centuries before
the Christian Era, Insubria (nowadays Lombardy)
was a very cold region (Amoretti, 1796), so much
so that the day when Carthaginians and Romans
fought the battle of the Trebbia river, so fatal to the
latter, there was sleet and a bitter cold wind (218
BC, on or around the winter solstice).
However, the fact that the battle was fought in
December makes us think that weather was not
so gelid as to hinder its course1. This could also be
one of the clues of the beginning of the well-known
Roman Warm Period.
With regard to Thrace, The Roman poet Virgil
(70 BC – 19 BC) narrated that its ground was
deeply frozen and winds were very cold. As far as
Calabria is concerned, he reminded that ice broke
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1. Introduction
The main purpose of this study is to give visibility
to some relevant historical works made by Italian
and foreign scholars on climate change, especially
over the last four centuries, in order to make a
much broader community of scientists aware of
them.
Although this paper primarily examines the main
Historical Climatology works from the 17th century
onwards, it does not neglect to outline some of the
best known remarks relevant to the subject handed
down from the classical period to the early modern
age.
A special attention is paid to the birth and growth
of Historical Climatology in its strict sense of a
scientific discipline.
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Riassunto: Molti sono i lavori sui cambiamenti del clima realizzati da studiosi e ricercatori, sia in Italia che all’estero,
dai tempi antichi sino ad oggi. Assai folto è il numero di coloro che hanno contribuito al dibattito scientifico e storico
su quest’argomento, fin dall’antichità classica. Nella seconda metà del XVII secolo, poi, scienziati italiani di formazione
galileiana tentarono di studiare il cambiamento climatico allora in atto nella Penisola e in Europa, monitorandolo
attraverso un’apposita rete di misure, che rappresenta storicamente il primo Servizio meteo-climatologico della storia
(1654). I secoli successivi si caratterizzano per una ricca sequenza di opere originali sui climi del passato, a partire dai
contributi di scienziati e ricercatori di età illuministica, che, grazie ai loro studi pionieristici, precorsero l’approccio
multi ed interdisciplinare della moderna Climatologia Storica, la cui nascita ed affermazione come scienza data però
soltanto dalla seconda metà del XIX secolo.
Parole chiave: Cambiamenti climatici, Climatologia Storica, Italia, Paesi esteri.

1
It should be noted that in very cold winters military operations
were usually postponed to spring.
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even rocks and marine waves were icy (Georgics,
book III).
The Roman poet Ovid (43 BC – 17/18 AD), in his
Epistulae ex Ponto (Letters from the Black Sea),
referring to his exile in Constanța (Romania),
wrote things that we would believe him relegated
to Siberia: besides the Black Sea, wine froze, and,
once the vessel had been broken, it had to be cut
into pieces.
However, at the time of the Roman Empire climate
had become warmer, as we learn from other
interesting historical witnesses. Lucius Ostilius
Saserna wrote a treatise on agronomy, (whose
fragments are found in Columella’s work De Re
Rustica, book I, chapter I), where we read that in
Northern Italy climate was so changed if compared
with the earlier centuries, so that lush vineyards
and olive groves flourished there in his time (Fig.
1). In this part of Italy it was previously impossible
to grow vine and olive trees, due to a much colder
climate (Pinna, 1996).

Fig. 1 - The page of De re rustica where Columella quotes
Saserna. It was reproduced from a miscellanea gathering
the most notable works on Roman agriculture, published
in 1515.
Fig. 1 - Pagina del “De re rustica” in cui Columella cita
Saserna. Riprodotta da un volume miscellaneo contenente i
lavori più noti sull’agricoltura della Roma antica, edito nel
1515.

A further indirect evidence of climate warming is
given by the famous naturalist Pliny the Elder (AD
23 – AD 79). In his Naturalis Historia, book XVI,
chapter X, he asserts that in the 1st century AD the
beech had unfortunately disappeared from Rome.
Furthermore, he warned men about the risks of
destroying the delicate balance between humans
and Nature, due to their insatiability (Plinius
Secundus, 1573).
Even the philosopher Seneca (4 BC – AD 65),
in his Naturales Quaestiones, conceiving Nature
as based on the order and harmony among its
elements, denounced men’s abuses against it, so as
to complain about the air pollution in Rome at the
time of the Emperor Nero: “As soon as I moved
away from its pestilential air and the smoke smell
from the chimneys, I was well” (Doro, 1972).
Historical Climatology has determined that the
European climate underwent a warming between
the 3rd century BC and the 3rd century AD, after a
colder period whose beginning dates back to the
10th-9th century BC. Two winters of the early Roman
Republic are historically memorable: the winter
season of 400-399 BC, when Rome was covered by
7 feet of snow (about 210 cm) and the Tiber river
froze (Dionysius Halicarnassensis, 1824: book XII,
supplement 8), and the winter of 275 BC, when,
in Rome, the Tiber river was completely frozen
and snow remained on the ground for 40 days (St.
Augustine, City of God, book III, 17.3).
In the Middle Ages, the progress of Atmospheric
Sciences was profoundly influenced by the
Aristotelian meteorological theories and by
the triumph of astrometeorology. In particular,
scholars interested in climate change carried out
their studies investigating on the relations between
celestial bodies and atmosphere. They attempted
to make seasonal and annual climate predictions
on the basis of movements and positions of
heavenly bodies, by means of mathematical
calculations (astrometeorological omens). Special
attention was devoted to the Moon’s phases.
The theoretical foundations underlying these
predictions have been developed by the Egyptian
astronomer and geographer Claudius Ptolemy in
the 2nd century AD.
Beyond the astro-meteorological predictions, the
Medieval period bequeathed many qualitative
weather records, some of them written by
clergymen in their chronicles and annals.
Flavius Magnus Aurelius Cassiodorus (about 485 about 580), a Roman statesman and writer serving
in the administration of Theoderic the Great,
provides us with an interesting example of one of
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priests for over 80 years, because of the severe cold
and the greater extension of glaciers (Lamb, 1977)2.
All these anecdotes provide evidence of climate
change and are particularly useful for reconstructing
the main climatic vicissitudes occurred in the
Middle Ages.
In the early Modern Age, the English philosopher
Francis Bacon (1561-1626), in his Essays, described
a periodicity observed in the decades-long trend
of weather and climatic phenomena. Thus he
anticipated, by about three centuries, Eduard
Brückner’s discovery of the 35-years long cycle of
cold and rainy weather alternating with warm and
dry air in Northwestern Europe (Bacon, 1958).
Although the concept of “climate change” is very
old in terms of popular perception, however a real
scientific approach to such a topic began only with
the advent of the Galilean School, which adopted,
for the first time, regular measurements in place of
human perceptions, that were often influenced by
the inefficiency of protection systems against cold
weather.
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3. The FIRST CLIMATe MeASUReS
OF hISTORy
In the second half of the 17th century, on the
initiative of the Medici family, some Italian
scientists, following Galileo’s inheritance, endeavored to study the climate change observed at
that time in Italy and Europe. The freezing of
the Orbetello Lagoon, dating back to February
1654, appeared as an extreme weather event, to
be considered among the evidence of the climate
modification then in progress. Perhaps this is the
main reason why, in that same year, the Grand
Duke of Tuscany Ferdinando II de’ Medici
established the first meteo-climatological network
of history, the so called “Rete Medicea”, with
stations located in Italy as well as in other European
cities (Cantù, 2004). This network was an ambitious
and international initiative intended to enable a
comparison of different climates, in order to verify,
on a European scale, the observed cooling trend.
So the first modern climate measures had their
beginning. Temperature measures recorded within
the Medici network are undeniably useful for the
reconstruction of the climatic history of Italy and
Western Europe. In this regard, temperature values
measured in Florence, at the Benedictine Convent
of Santa Maria degli Angioli, and in Vallombrosa,
at the Benedictine Abbey, from 1654 to 1670 (Fig.
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the most intense and extended cooling periods
that occurred in Italy during the last two millennia.
It took place in the years between 535 and 550
AD. In the Epistle 25 of his Variae, addressed his
collaborator Ambrosius, he described, among other
things, the year 534 (or 538) as follows: “We had a
winter without storms, a spring without mildness
and a summer without heat. What can we hope
for the harvest if the months that were supposed
to ripen wheat were cooled by the Bora? [...]
Prolonged frost and untimely drought appear in
conflict with all things that grow”. Cassiodorus is not
the only source narrating the weather oddities of
those years in our country. They are also described
by the Byzantine historian Procopius of Caesarea,
in his work Istoria delle guerre vandaliche [History
of vandal Wars, Book II] (Mariani, 2015).
The Italian historian Carlo Sigonio (1520-1584)
gave an account of the extreme cold of 1216 in
Lombardy: even the wine in the barrels froze, so
it was agreed to break it by an ax (Amoretti, 1796).
The rare occurrence of severe winters in the
period 1180-1300 seems to have favored the
cultivation of subtropical trees in the Po Valley
and even in the Rhone Valley and in Germany,
where they are no longer grown back. This is
deduced from various evidences. The most
authoritative witness is St. Albert the Great (about
1200 – 1280), known as a theologian, philosopher
and naturalist. In his treatise De vegetalibus, he
includes pomegranates and figs among trees that
crew in the Rhine Valley in his time. Fig trees
bore fruit three times a year, except in the coldest
autumns (Albertus Magnus, 1867).
Climatic conditions were rather worsened (cooling
trend and advance of glaciers) after 1300, as
highlighted by the archival documents kept at
the diocese of Winchester and the manuscript
Temperies Aeris Oxoniæ pro septennio scilicet in
Januario MCCCXXXVII to Januar. MCCCXLIV
[Air temperature in London for seven years, namely
from January 1337 to January 1344], compiled by
the English reverend William Merle (d. 1347): the
oldest systematic weather records (descriptive)
known to us. In fact, from January 1337 to January
1344, Merle had daily recorded weather conditions
observed in the county of Lincolnshire.
An original evidence related to the concept of
climate change is even given by Pope Alexander
VI, through one of his letters dating to 1492, the
most interesting one of papal correspondence
concerning Greenland. Here, about the diocese of
Gardar in Greenland, the pope emphasizes how it
had been completely abandoned by bishops and

Vikings have abandoned their settlements in Greenland by the
mid-15th century, after about 400 years of occupation.

2
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[Meteorological Chronicle of Tuscany], which
covers the time between the 12th and the 18th
century. This is the third part of his Alimurgìa:
one of the most important works of 18th century
science, which proposes the ways of making famines
less severe to the poor (Fig. 3). In such a Chronicle
Targioni Tozzetti discusses the recurrent serious
famines related to particularly severe or extreme
weather events that had affected Tuscany in the
specified long time. Here he demonstrates that this
region is seriously vulnerable to famines, because
of its climate. Since famines cannot be avoided, the
problem, according to him, should be approached
both by introducing the cultivation of food crops
more suited “to the inclemency and inconstancy”
of that climate and by compensating the shortage
of crops with their import from other countries
unaffected by famine.
Finally, it should be noted that Targioni Tozzetti
had fully understood that climate is not static,
but tends to vary over time, and that there is a
strong correlation between an “incorrect” land
management, particularly of forest resources, and
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Fig. 2 - Excerpt of weather observations of the ancient meteorological station in Vallombrosa (FI).
Fig. 2 - Stralcio delle cosiddette “lettere-bollettini” dell’antica
stazione meteorologica di Vallombrosa (FI).

2), as well as the Vallombrosan descriptive weather
records subsequent to 1670, take on an undoubted
scientific meaning, because they belong to the
coldest period (“pessimum”) of the so called Little
Ice Age (LIA). Indeed, the weather observation
points in Florence and Vallombrosa are the only
ones of the Medicea network that can boast more
than a decade series of systematic and almost
uninterrupted thermometric measures, as well as
accurate qualitative observations (Iafrate, 2008).
The subsequent centuries will be even richer in
original insights and works on past climates.
4. The eNLIGhTeNMeNT AGe
MeMORIeS
A very active Florentine naturalist of the
Enlightenment Age, Giovanni Targioni Tozzetti
(1712-1783), is one of the greatest pioneers of
Historical Climatology. He wrote a long and
erudite “Cronica Meteorologica della Toscana”

Fig. 3 - The title page of Alimurgia, by Giovanni Targioni
Tozzetti.
Fig. 3 - Frontespizio dell’opera “Alimurgia”, di Giovanni
Targioni Tozzetti.
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the negative impacts on the territory of extremely
intense weather-climate phenomena (Targioni
Tozzetti, 1767).
The abbot and astronomer Vincenzio Chiminello
(1741-1815) is another eminent forerunner of
Historical Climatology. In 1775, he elaborated
an original memory about rainfall variations over
Europe in comparison with the past precipitation
data. This book (Fig. 4), which was awarded
by the prestigious Academy of Sciences of
Siena, also outlines the effects of the observed
rainfall changes on agriculture. It examines daily
rainfall series recorded in Padua and Paris: the
longest, uninterrupted, and, therefore, the most
representative of precipitation trends in Europe.
As regards the analysis of the rainfall series at
Padua (today the longest in the world, since its
beginning dates back to 1725), Chiminello chiefly
made use of the studies on the subject carried out
by his maternal uncle Giuseppe Toaldo. Vincenzio
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Fig. 4 - The title page of Chiminello’s book on climate
change.
Fig. 4 - Frontespizio della memoria dell’abate Chiminello
che tratta del cambiamento climatico.

Chiminello examines fifty years of precipitation
data in Padua, dividing them into the two subperiods 1725 ÷ 1749 and 1750 ÷ 1774.
The increase in rainfall recorded in the latter
is noteworthy. In order to explain it, observed in
the rest of Europe too, Chiminello used both
natural causes (astronomical and terrestrial), and
anthropogenic ones associated with the introduction
of agricultural practices (Chiminello, 1776).
The Enlightenment approach to the climate change
question is also found in works realized by Giuseppe
Toaldo (1719-1797), a very famous astronomer and
meteorologist, and Michele Ventrelli (eighteenth
century), a philosopher and physician in Bari.
In an attempt to recognize the main short-term
climate oscillations, Abbot Giuseppe Toaldo, the
founder and first director of the Astronomical
Observatory of Padua (Fig. 5), was able to
identify a cycle of about eighteen years, related
to the Chaldean astronomical cycle known as
“Saros”. He treated this topic in a paper about the
“meteorological Saros” or a new cycle of seasons,
issued in his Giornale astro-meteorologico [Astrometeorological Journal] for the year 1782. Although
aware of the impossibility of having two fully
identical weather situations, Toaldo considered
the aforesaid cycle of great significance for climate
prediction, and, consequently, for the prevention of
possible famines connected with particularly severe
or extreme weather-climate events (Toaldo, 1802).
Michele Ventrelli, in his pamphlet (Fig. 6),
after explaining the mechanism underlying the
formation of clouds and precipitation, analyzes
the main geographical factors responsible for the
arid climate of Apulia. He basically identifies them
in the lack of mountains and forests and in the
scarcity of inland waters in this region. This booklet
proposes an interesting comparison between the

Fig. 5 - Painting of the ancient Observatory of Padua (1777).
Fig. 5 - Dipinto che ritrae la Specola di Padova (1777).
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Juvenal, and naturalists such as Pliny the Elder and
Claudio Aelian (about 170 - about 235 d. C.). At
the end of his work, Carlo Amoretti says that in the
ancient past and in the Middle Ages the climate
in Lombardy, as well as in the rest of Italy, was
much colder than the last decade of the eighteenth
century. Amoretti explains the climate warming
observed in his times by means of anthropogenic
causes, such as the lesser extent of land covered
by marshes and ponds and the deforestation for
agricultural purposes (Amoretti, 1796).
5. Towards the birth
of Historical Climatology
as a scientific discipline
During the 19th century many scholars were
engaged in the historical reconstruction of
past climates. We shall mention only the most
authoritative. In the aftermath of a sever climate
deterioration culminated in the so-called year
without a summer (1816), Giuseppe Castellani,
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Fig. 6 - The title page of Ventrelli’s booklet on climate aridity in Apulia.
Fig. 6 - Frontespizio dell’opuscolo di Michele Ventrelli sul
clima arido della Puglia.

yearly arid climate of Apulia and the autumn and
winter rainy climate in Naples. In this regard, he
points out how, at that time, Naples’ atmosphere
was polluted by carbon dioxide, hydrogen sulfide,
hydrofluoric acid, sulfur dioxide, methane, as well
as mineral particulate. Through this work, Michele
Ventrelli also anticipated the concept of “artificial
modification of weather and climate”. In fact, he
highlights that forests could be planted and tall
towers could be built (in the place of mountains),
in order to make the climate of Apulia more humid
(Ventrelli, 1793).
At the same time, the scientist Carlo Amoretti
(1741-1816) had collected a lot of information
on the evolution of climate in Italy, particularly
in Lombardy. Therefore, in his essay (Fig. 7), he
outlines a climate history of Italy and Lombardy
from the geological time to the most recent past.
As far as the historic period is concerned, he also
made use of the weather and climate information,
especially those related to very severe winters,
handed down by poets such as Virgil, Horace and

Fig. 7 - The first page of Amoretti’s study on climate change
in Italy, especially in Lombardy.
Fig. 7 - La prima pagina dello studio di Carlo Amoretti sul
cambiamento climatico avvenuto in Italia, con una particolare attenzione per la Lombardia.
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Fig. 8 - The title page of Castellani’s essay on the increased
rainfall and the early 19th century cooling trend.
Fig. 8 - Frontespizio del saggio di Giuseppe Castellani
sull’aumento della piovosità e sul raffreddamento climatico
riscontrati ai suoi tempi.

City Center no significant climate change had
occurred since the second half of the 17th century
(Libri, 1831).
Afterwards two other essays on climate change were
published. The priest Angelo Bellani (1776-1852),
well known as a constructor of meteorological
instruments, was their author. Although updated
in their bibliography, these works still seem
inconclusive from a scientific standpoint (Bellani,
1834, 1836). However, it is noteworthy that Bellani
defined “climate” as “the average state of many
consecutive seasons”, so as to anticipate Julius von
Hann.
In the thirties and forties of 19th century, a group
of naturalists, especially of Swiss nationality, by
recognizing that climate has not remained the same
throughout Earth’s history, came to formulate the
theory of ice ages. Without it Historical Climatology
would not have had its modern development!
Jean Louis Rodolphe Agassiz (1807-1873) was the
first to propose, in strict scientific terms, the idea
that Earth was in the past subjected to an ice age
(Agassiz, 1840).
Internationally, Alexander von Humboldt (17691859), the founder of modern climatology, was very
interested in the issues related to climate evolution.
In particular, he was among the opponents of
the hypothesis on climate change induced by
agriculture, as highlighted in his work Views of
Nature, published in 1850 (Fleming, 1998).
Original research and studies on climate change
were also carried out at the Brera Astronomical
Observatory (Milan), in the second half of the
nineteenth century, especially by two famous
astronomers: Giovanni Virgilio Schiaparelli (18351910) and Giovanni Celoria (1842-1920).
These studies were inspired by the need to
analytically investigate the various frequencies
found in the succession of weather-climate
phenomena. Giovanni Celoria examines the issue
of synchronization between changes in temperature
and precipitation and the sunspot cycle (Celoria,
1873). His other interesting work (Fig. 9), which is
part of the series “Pubblicazioni del R. Osservatorio
di Brera” deals with the periodic and non-periodic
variations of temperature in the climate of Milan
(Celoria, 1874). Later, Celoria, probably influenced
by the geologist Torquato Taramelli (1845-1922),
moved towards a historic and naturalistic study of
climate change.
In an international overview, the historical works
on climate change produced in Italy are real basic
researches. However, it is a pity that they are even
unknown to most of experts!
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a hydraulic engineer, published an essay on the
increased rainfall and the observed cooling trend
(Fig. 8). In this work he primarily focuses on the
excessive rainfall, the untimely cold and the lack
of warmth that quite frequently characterized the
climate in the summer seasons at that time. It
should be noted that their impact on agriculture
primarily materialized in the destruction of crops,
as well as in the hydrogeological instability, due to
frequent floods. About the causes of the observed
climate change, Castellani mainly identified them
in certain human activities, particularly in the
deforestation for agricultural use (Castellani, 1818).
In 1830 the Italian physicist Guglielmo Libri (18031869) presented a study on the determination of
the Academy of Cimento temperature scale to the
French Academy of Sciences. In this paper, after
comparing the temperature data of the ancient
Florentine series (from December 1654 to March
1670), with those of the Ximeniano Observatory
subsequent to 1820, he pointed out how in Florence
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(such as, for example, the advance and retreat of
glaciers) contained in various historical sources,
in order to determine all the possible climatic
changes occurred in the past, especially from 1790
onwards (due to the availability of more detailed
data and information), and then investigate their
prevailing cyclical nature. An average periodicity in
temperature and precipitation trends calculated in
thirty-five years is the main result of his studies and
researches into climatology (Brückner, 1890).
The Italian scholar Ferdinando Meucci (18231893) also stood out in this developing research
field. He compared the longest Florentine 17th
century temperature series (1654-1670) with
the thermometric data recorded at the Ximeniano Observatory in Florence from 1832 to 1871.
Such a comparison enabled him, in 1873, to
exclude a significant climate change for Florence
(Cantù, 2004).
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Fig. 9 - The title page of Celoria’s study on the variations of
temperature in Milan.
Fig.9 – Frontespizio dello studio di Giovanni Celoria sulle
variazioni della temperatura nel clima di Milano.

At any rate, Historical Climatology began to
develop only in the second half of the 19th century
in its strict sense of a scientific discipline aimed
at the reconstruction of past climates on the
exclusive basis of documentary evidence and the
first instrumental records. The starting point is
represented by an interesting discovery of the
Swiss physicist Louis Dufour: the value of dates on
the opening of wine grape harvest (available from
the Late Middle Ages) for the reconstruction of
past temperatures. In this regard, he collected and
compared long time series of grape harvest dates
related to Switzerland (Dufour, 1870).
Such a discovery inspired the French meteorologist
Alfred Angot to create a systematic and detailed
catalog of the yearly grape harvest dates in France,
drawing from all forms of documentary evidence
known to him. The eldest of them dates back to the
fourteenth century (Angot, 1885).
A few years later, at the University of Bern, the
German geographer Eduard Brückner analyzed
on a global scale both instrumental meteorological
data (recorded between 1691 and 1870) and noninstrumental, direct and indirect, climate evidence

6. On the 20th century original
approaches
In the early 20th century, works on the reconstruction
of the Earth’s climate history multiplied and
became more accurate.
While Dufour and Angot made use of Historical
Phenology to reconstruct past climates, the
American astronomer Andrew Ellicot Douglass
(1865-1962) preferred to use the results of
Dendrochronology. He began to study the annual
growth rings of ancient trees in 1894, in order to find
signals of the eleven-year sunspot cycle. Later he
also extended these studies to climatic cycles. After
founding the modern science of Dendroclimatology,
Douglass made it known all over the world through
his pioneering work (Douglass, 1919). In 1937, at
the University of Arizona, Andrew Ellicot Douglass
established the Laboratory of Tree-Ring Research,
recognized worldwide as a preeminent center for
the advancement of tree-ring techniques and the
broad application of Dendrochronology in the
social and environmental sciences.
In Italy, within the International Congress of
Geography held in 1913 (the tenth), Filippo Eredia
(1877-1948), a climatologist at the Central Office
for Meteorology and Geodynamics, the forerunner
of the former Research Unit for Climatology and
Meteorology applied to Agriculture (CREA-CMA),
presented the results of his study on the latest
climate changes observed in the Italian Peninsula
(Eredia, 1913). This work (Fig. 10) looks at the main
fluctuations of some temperature series recorded
in Italy during the period 1866 ÷ 1910.
About the same time the German meteorologist
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Fig. 11 - Two Italian scientists particularly involved in climate change studies: Francesco Vercelli (1883-1952), photo
on the left, and Luigi De Marchi (1857-1936), photo on the
right.
Fig. 11 - Due scienziati italiani particolarmente impegnati
nello studio dei cambiamenti climatici: Francesco Vercelli,
nella foto a sinistra, e Luigi De Marchi, nella foto a destra.
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Gustav Hellmann (1854-1939) and the English
climatologist Charles Pelham Ernest Brooks
(1888-1957) stood out in Historical Climatology
through original works (Hellmann, 1921; Brooks,
1922, 1926). The former was already known for
his accurate studies on the historical origins of
meteorological instruments and observations, while
the latter for his theory of climate change involving
variations in the sea-land distribution.
Meanwhile, in the United States of America
Ellsworth Huntington (1876-1947), a geographer
and explorer best known as the apostle of climatic
determinism, gave a great impulse to the growth
of Historical Climatology through his hotly debated
work (Huntington, 1917). This paper highlights
how the Italian climate was very favorable for
the development of human skills and activities,
especially agriculture, from about 450 to about
250 BC. Afterwards climate conditions became
worse and, according to Huntington, the dryness
was indeed predominant for several centuries, so
that it played a key role in the decline of agriculture
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Fig. 10 - The first page of Filippo Eredia’s study on climate
change in Italy.
Fig. 10 - Prima pagina del lavoro di Filippo Eredia sulle
variazioni del clima italiano.

and the consequent fall of the Western Roman
Empire (476 AD). From 1919 onwards, Ellsworth
Huntington, as a historical climatologist, also made
use of the new Dendrochronological techniques
(Huntington, 1922).
As early as the 1920s the astronomical theory of
ice ages received a very innovative contribution
by the Serbian engineer and mathematician
Milutin Milanković. His theoretical contribution
(Milanković, 1920) was supported by the new
achievements of Paleoclimatology, particularly by
the work Die Klimate der Geologischen Vorzeit
[The climates of the geological past, 1924], done
by the climatologist Wladimir Peter Köppen (18461940), the father of modern climate classification,
and his son in low Alfred Lothar Wegener (18801930), the geologist who first proposed the theory
of continental drift.
In the second decade of the 20th century, the
Italian geophysicist Francesco Vercelli (Fig. 11)
introduced a technique for searching possible
“periodicities” in the trends of climate elements. He
had originally conceived such a technique as a kind
of “objective” forecasting method for atmospheric
pressure fluctuations and for the resulting weather
patterns (Vercelli, 1940). This approach is known
as “spectral analysis” and is one of the few Italian
autonomous developments in Meteorology and
Climatology in the 20th century. As far as climate
change is concerned, spectral analysis was mainly
used in Italy especially from 1940 onwards, in order
to find possible cycles of some years.
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Among the researchers particularly interested
in such a new methodology, Silvio Polli (19041990) is worthy of a special mention. He applied
the spectral analysis to long climatic series, by
highlighting, among other things, the existence, the
large amplitude and the physical reality of a climate
oscillation having an average period of eight years
(Polli, 1950). Polli also discovered the same eightyear cycle in the tree-ring sequences.
In the first post-war years, Filippo Eredia and
Luigi De Marchi (Fig. 11), two well-known Italian physicists, were unceasingly engaged in the
relaunch of research and studies on climate changes
occurred in Italy. The research line started by De
Marchi was intended to be particularly fruitful.
Several studies are related to his multidisciplinary
methodological approach, especially those made in
the 1930s. Luigi De Marchi is indeed the author of
original studies, both nationally and internationally,
about climate change (1928, 1930, 1931). Thanks
to him, in the early ‘30s, the National Research
Council (CNR) undertook a specific research
program on “historical climatic changes in Italy”,
intended to create an authoritative editorial series
entitled Ricerche sulle variazioni storiche del clima
italiano [Research on the historical climate changes
in Italy].
Some years later, De Marchi’s research line also
inspired the interesting work on temperature
changes in Italy over the last sixty years, carried
out by Andrea Giacobbe (1891-1981), an eminent
botanist and expert on forest ecology. Through this
paper, with regard to 92 weather stations scattered
throughout the national territory, he compares the
temperatures recorded from 1892 to 1906 with
those of the period 1936÷1955 (Giacobbe, 1961).
Finally, in the seventies of the 20th century, Mario
Pinna (1923-2001), a geographer seen as the last
heir of Luigi De Marchi, was able to impose the
historical study of climatic variations to the attention
of the Italian scientific community, thanks to his
work on climate variations in historical times and
their effects on life and human activities. Through
it Pinna tried to give an overview, as accurate
as possible, of the climatic oscillations roughly
occurred from 400-500 BC to the sixties of the last
century (Pinna, 1969).
At the international level, the rise of Historical
Climatology is mainly due to Hubert Horace Lamb
(1913-1997), the British climatologist who founded
the Climatic Research Unit of University of East
Anglia (one of the leading institutions involved in
the study of natural and anthropogenic climate
change), and the French historian Emmanuel

Le Roy Ladurie (b. 1929), best known for his
ponderous works Histoire du climat depuis l’an mil
(1967) and Canicules et Glaciers (2004).
7. Conclusions
The concept of “climate change” is ancient: man
has always had the perception of the endless
inconstancy of climate since the earliest times.
However, the phenomenon of climate change
began to be investigated and explained only with
the advent of modern science. Since then climate
has also been studied from the point of view of its
historical evolution and the several studies in this
regard led to the birth of Historical Climatology.
The contribution of Italian scholars to the historical
debate has indeed been significant.
This paper is not exhaustive of all contributions
related to the evolution of the concept of “climate
change”, but only examines those considered to
be obligatory references. The analysis comes up
to the years when the development of computing
systems oriented climate change research towards
modeling: studies has been numerous and all
interesting thereafter. On the one hand, research
on past climate change continues on the base of
paleoclimatology data derived from natural sources
such as tree rings, phenological phases, ice cores,
corals, ocean and lake sediments. On the other
hand, scientists are trying to predict the future
climate using models, with the aim of identifying
mitigation and adaptation actions, to allow the
environmental sustainability and the preservation
of people in the context of global change.
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